
MAUI DREAMS DIVE CO. 
STUDENT RESPONSIBILITY AGREEMENT 

 
As a student in a Maui Dreams Dive Co. SCUBA program, I understand that the process 
of becoming a diver or continuing my diving education requires my effort and 
cooperation for the class to be beneficial and enjoyable to the other class members, 
myself, and the instructor.  As a result, I accept the following responsibilities as a student 
(please initial all of the following): 
 
_____I will arrive at each class session on time and ready to participate, as per the 
schedule provided by the instructor. 
 
_____I will read all assigned PADI textbook chapters and complete the Knowledge 
Reviews before the beginning of each class session.  I understand that no course format 
offered by Maui Dreams Dive Co. includes class time for the completion of homework. 
 
_____I will arrive at the training site on or before the announced class starting time with 
all of my personal equipment properly prepared (new mask lenses scrubbed as per 
manufacturers instructions, etc). 
  
_____I understand that if I arrive more than 10 minutes late, fail to show up for, or am 
unprepared with reading or homework assignments for any academic sessions, I will need 
to arrange a make-up session with the instructor.  Make-up sessions will incur an 
additional fee of  $35 each. 
 
_____I understand that if I am more than 10 minutes late, fail to show up for, or am 
unable to complete a Confined or Open Water session, I will need to arrange a make-up 
session with the instructor.  Make-up sessions will incur an additional of $75 each. 
 
_____I understand that Maui Dreams Dive Co. only accepts four students per instructor.  
If I need to cancel or reschedule a course, I am aware of the $75 reschedule fee if I need 
to make changes with less than 48 hours notice prior to the start of my class.  I also 
understand that if Maui Dreams Dive Co. is able to fill my spot, I will not be charged the 
cancellation/reschedule fee. 
 
_____OPEN WATER STUDENTS:  I understand that I am not a certified diver until I 
have completed and logged all required Open Water dives.  Until then, while under water 
or on the surface, I will only practice or perform SCUBA skills and exercises under the 
direct supervision of my instructor(s). 
 
 
Student Name (Print)____________________________________   
 
Student Signature     _____________________________________  Date_____________ 
Parental Signature    _____________________________________  Date_____________ 


